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ABSTRACT: AlphaFold 2 (AF2) was the star of CASP14, the last
biannual structure prediction experiment. Using novel deep
learning, AF2 predicted the structures of many difficult protein
targets at or near experimental resolution. Here, we present our
perspective of why AF2 works and show that it is a very
sophisticated fold recognition algorithm that exploits the
completeness of the library of single domain PDB structures. It
has also learned local side chain packing rearrangements that
enable it to refine proteins to high resolution. The benefits and
limitations of its ability to predict the structures of many more
proteins at or close to atomic detail are discussed.

One criticism leveled against deep learning is that it is a
black box approach. Input a protein sequence and by

“magic” the protein’s three-dimensional structure appears.
Superficially, that is what the AF21 deep learning algorithm for
protein structure prediction does. Actually, AF2 figures out the
complex interrelationships of the protein’s residues that dictate
what structure that protein sequence adopts, much like
template selection in traditional structure prediction.2−7 It
then iterates to improve the local structural details analogous
to traditional refinement.2−7 This Viewpoint seeks to under-
stand the reasons behind AF2’s success and its implications for
biology.
The excellent blog of the Oxford Protein Informatics Group8

describes on a technical level how AF2 works. AF2 starts by
employing multiple sequence alignments (MSA) with different
regions weighted by importance (Attention). It then uses the
Evoformer module to extract information about interrelation-
ships between protein sequences and template structures. The
structure module treats the protein as a residue gas moved
around by the network to generate the protein’s 3D structure
followed by local refinement to provide the final prediction.
Assessing the quality of predictions using the TM-score9 (a

structural similarity metric with values [0,1] whose random
value is 0.3 and values greater than 0.4 indicate fold similarity),
AF2 often produced models with a TM-score greater than 0.9.
Going beyond a TM-score of 0.85 indicates that both the
global fold and details are correct. In contrast, MSA-based
methods generate an average fold and plateau around a TM-
score of 0.85. The recent work of the Baker group10 is an
example of this average fold approach.
The key to why AF211 works is the fact the library of single

domain protein structures is essentially complete.2,12,13 In

2005,2 we pointed out that if one had an algorithm that maps a
protein’s sequence to the correct template structure in the
existing PDB14 library (independent of their evolutionary
relationship), the folding problem could be solved. This was
the basis of the very early threading/fold recognition
ideas.15−17 Then, it was unclear whether the library of solved
structures in the PDB14 was or could be complete. However,
by 2005, the library of single domain protein structures was
shown to be essentially complete.2,12,13 Why was not fold
recognition solved in 2005? The problem was the inability to
match evolutionarily distant or unrelated proteins to their
closest template PDB structure.
Recently, deep learning18−25 yielded significant improve-

ments in structure prediction. First-generation approaches
employed residue covariation as the key feature. The idea of
residue covariation (or correlated mutations) that close in
space residues in the folded protein covary during
evolution26−28 was introduced decades earlier into structure
prediction.29−31 However, the small sequence libraries used to
calculate residue covariation gave uneven performances. With
the exponential growth of sequence databases, residue
covariation for protein structure prediction experienced a
renaissance32 but still had significant issues.
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Deep learning with residue covariation significantly
improved structure prediction.18,19,23−25,33 Why? The DESTI-
NI convolutional neural network (CNN) deep learning
approach to structure prediction23 demonstrated that deep
learning learned the contact map patterns of secondary
structure packing and eliminated nonphysical, isolated residue
pairs. Thus, it learned long-range (spatially close but far along
the sequence), many body interactions among residues that
were not captured in early attempts to learn protein-like side
chain packing patterns.34

Additional insights are provided by the deep learning
SAdLSA algorithm35 which predicts structure alignments
between protein sequences without their structures. SAdLSA
trained on purely α-helical proteins can align the sequences of
distantly related pure β-proteins. On examining self-alignments
based on SAdLSA’s residue distogram,36 the closer the
template to the target in the library of learned PDB structures
is, the better the result. The reason that SAdLSA trained on
helical proteins works for β-proteins is that the global topology
of β-proteins is in the training set;2,12,13 the chain contour of
helical proteins provides a globally correct fold for β-
proteins.13 As discussed in ref 37, deep learning’s ability to
learn long-range correlations among residues enables it to map
sequences to existing structures by exploiting PDB complete-
ness for single domain proteins.
We turn now to the application of AF2 to predict the

structures of the human protein exome.38 Interestingly, the
Pearson correlation coefficient of the average confidence score
per protein with contact order is 0.28a weak correlation of
model quality with whether the fold has a sequential or
nonsequential arrangement of secondary structural elements.
This is different from template-free (TF) approaches.39 TF is
more successful when the fold consists of the sequential
arrangement of secondary structural elements. In contrast, AF2
learned information about the relationship of a sequence to its
fold regardless of its contact order.
To elucidate how AF2 works, we used TM-align40 to

generate structural alignments of all of its predicted human
proteins to a 41,000 member PDB library from 2016. This
library was chosen to show that even a half decade ago the
existing PDB contains more than enough information to solve
the fold recognition problem (at least for single domain
proteins). The correlation coefficient of AF2’s confidence score
with TM-score is 0.67. Using AF2’s criterion of a confidence
index less than 70 as a nonconfident model, 70−90 a good
model, and greater than 90 a highly accurate model, then for
low quality predicted structures only 10% of proteins have a
closest template in the template library with a TM-score ≥
0.55. In contrast, 53% of proteins with good models and 86%
with high accuracy models have a TM-score ≥ 0.55. These
results are preserved when the current PDB library of almost
90,000 structures clustered at a sequence identity cutoff of 70%
is used, with a shift toward higher TM-scores for the various
prediction confidence levels. Since AF2 recapitulates the trends
of the SAdLSA self-alignment study, albeit with better model
accuracy, it appears to have solved the fold recognition
problem.
Having selected an approximate fold, AF2 sometimes refines

the structure to experimental accuracy, with TM-scores greater
than 0.9. Its individual per residue networks learned local,
residue specific packing details. Perhaps, the number of local
residue packing environments is smaller than might be naively

guessed, and thus, AF2’s powerful deep learning tools also
learned their rules.
Could AF2 predict the structures of multiple domain and

multimeric proteins? We suspect this is likely. For some
multiple domain CASP14 targets, AF2 made high quality
structure predictions. In practice, the structural space of
protein−protein interfaces is small (<1000 structurally distinct
interfaces),41,42 with nothing special about protein−protein
interfaces.43 AF2 uses a protein gas so it might identify
different patterns of residue connectivity consistent with the
same geometric arrangement of residues in space. Thus, for a
pair of proteins (or domains), AF2 might find related
structures in its training set that are structurally similar to
the interfacial region’s secondary structure arrangement. Again,
this exploits the structural completeness of the PDB and AF2’s
ability to do sophisticated (possibly sequence order
independent) fold recognition.
While AF2 generates significantly better structure predic-

tions than existing methods on average, for the human exome,
it is worthwhile to examine how many additional sequences
have confident models compared to the prior art.44 There are
26,996 consensus human exome sequences between AF2 and a
previously predicted set using TASSER-VMT.44 TASSER-
VMT predicts that at least one domain has a TM-score greater
than 0.4 (indicating global fold similarity to the native
structure) for 89% of sequences. AF2 has a confidence score
greater than 70 for 67.4% of sequences, while 86.9% have a
confidence score greater than 60. Using the same domain
partitioning as TASSER-VMT, AF2 provides an additional
8.7% of human sequences with a confidence score greater than
60. These structures probably have a TM-score to the native ≥
0.40. The union of approaches provides confident models for
at least one domain for 97.5% of human sequences. Combining
AF2 with a more traditional approach may be a winning
strategy to increase exome structure coverage.
How will the availability of higher resolution structures

impact biology? First, structure alone does not provide the
biochemical function of the protein nor can AF2 predict
phenotypical function which is often the result of the complex
interplay of proteins, RNA, DNA, and metabolites. However,
the structure of a protein can be used to infer its biochemical
function. One can also perform virtual ligand screening to
predict which small molecules/drugs it might bind and how.
Contrary to popular belief that high resolution structures are
required, using ligand homology modeling,45−48 low resolution
structures are adequate, with at most a 20% improvement in
enrichment factor on going from lower resolution (TM-score >
0.4) to crystal structures. The reason is simple; binding sites
are generally the most accurately predicted parts of a protein’s
structure.
Are the models predicted by AF2 useful for traditional drug

discovery where high resolution structures are required?49

Since AF2 was trained on proteins having particular ions, for
example, it might not provide an accurate representation of the
binding pocket under other conditions. Using structures for
traditional small molecule docking requires evaluation of, for
example, the binding pocket shape and protonation states.
These issues can be addressed by prepping the protein’s
structure, solvating the protein, and performing MD
simulations perhaps including relevant ligands.50−52

Even though AF2 can accurately predict backbone and side
chain conformations, it is for a particular conformational state.
However, a protein can exist in one conformation in its
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“inactive” state and another in its “active” state.53−56 If an
active conformation is predicted by AF2, then using it to target
the inactive state will not work. Can AF2 provide information
about alternative conformations? AF2’s scoring functions are
knowledge based. Since more naiv̈e knowledge-based poten-
tials provided insights into aspects of the conformational space
that proteins explore,57−59 perhaps AF2’s “trajectory” might
generate relevant conformational states. The difference been
rapidly converging folds and slower convergence might reflect
frustration in choosing the “correct” fold among alternatives
and could provide insights into the relevant conformational
ensemble.
What are AF2’s possible longer-term impacts beyond

providing improved structural coverage of exomes?60 Can
AF2 predict the structural effects of missense mutations or
splice variants? Can it identify residues in Chameleon
sequences which change the global fold and predict the
structural changes?61 Can it predict internal backbone and side
chain rearrangements giving rise to cryptic pockets62 or
allosteric transitions, for example, the DFG-in and DFG-out
kinase conformations?63 Clearly, much work needs to be done
to establish the strengths and limitations of AF2.
Importantly, while knowledge of a protein’s structure alone

does not provide its biochemical, much less, phenotypical
effects, structure can be a component.64 The challenge is to
develop tools that employ the more accurate protein structures
to infer molecular function, ligand binding, and protein−
protein interactions and then integrate this information with AI
approaches to predict phenotype from genotype. How
inclusion of higher quality structures improves the ability to
predict drug side effects, efficacy64 and the role of missense
variations in non-Mendelian diseases depends on accurately
characterizing the interplay of many molecular players. Clearly,
there is dramatic progress, but more remains to be done before
the interrelationships of protein sequence, structure, and
function are fully understood.
Data and Software Availability. This Viewpoint discusses

three software packages: Alpha Fold 2 (https://deepmind.
com/research/open-source/alphafold), TASSER(https://
zhanggroup.org/I-TASSER/download/), and Fr-TM-align
(https://sites.gatech.edu/cssb/fr-tm-align/).
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